LASER TAG FAQ
Are there any age restrictions?
Children need to be 6yrs and over to play.
How long is a game?
A game is 12 minutes, we make sessions 20 minutes long to allow for groups swapping over and preparing for the next game. Players
MUST arrive 20 minutes before their scheduled game time to do their briefing of the rules and how to play
Do we need to wear any special clothing or footwear?
All players must wear covered footwear for safety. Jandals, bare feet and high heels are not permitted. T-Shirts must be worn, No
singlets or sleeveless tops
Do I need to make a booking?
Groups and parties may reserve games in advance. Casual walk in’s will be accommodated into the next available game
Do I have to pay a deposit?
If you are booking on-line you must pay the total due at time of booking. And we also need confirmation of numbers, as there is a limited
number of players per game
Can we play as a group?
Yes definitely. Group bookings are encouraged to avoid disappointment on the day. Where possible we try to match ages of players
when combining games
How many people can play laser tag at one time?
Paradice Laser Tag can accommodate up to 24 players at one time

What if I've never played before?
Players MUST arrive 20 minutes before their scheduled game time. This allows for a briefing of how to play, and the rules. After this we
will allocate teams, and head to the armory to put on the laser tag vests. The vests will activate allowing players to fire their laser gun at
opponents vests and targets around the arena. The vests have sensors on them, and tagging these areas will award points while
deactivating the tagged opponent for a short time. At the end of the mission, the packs shutdown automatically and players return to the
armory, to take off the vests, and then can gather for a look at the scoreboard
Do I need to be physically fit to play laser tag?
As there is no running permitted in laser tag, it is a low impact 12 minute game. If you have any medical condition such as epilepsy, any
kind of heart condition, or are pregnant, please advise the game marshall upon arrival

